
Limit control: The gyro has a throw limiter 
which limits the amount of servo throw 
regardless of the stick throw. This feature allow
you to select an arm length which will give you
maximum tail control without the problem of 
overthrow and binding. 
 
When installing, select an arm length which wi
allow your tail pitch slider to move to its 
maximum in each direction without binding. 
Remember to leave a little for adjusting trim 
later. Although it will vary with each heli an ar
length of 12mm should be a good start. 
 
Rotational speed: In a standard gyro the stick 
input is passed through to the tail servo minus 
correction applied by the gyro. In the Telebee 
the stick input is used to signal the internal 
processor the rate of rotation that is desired and
the processor will apply the correct amount of 
tail control to achieve and maintain the rate of 
rotation. 
 
A range of 50 to 150 each side of center is 
specified. I would suggest an initial setting of 
75. This would be increased or decreased after 
flying until the desired tail control is obtained. 
 
Processor interface: The telebee has a 3 pin 
Futaba type connector located on the gyro 
sensor. This is the interface connector to alter 
the internal programming. The internal 
programming may be altered using the CSM 36
software. 
 
Rudder trim: Remember that for the Telebee, 
rudder trim is only used to set the stick center 
point to the processors neutral. This is done in 
heading hold mode by adjusting the trim, or sub
trim, until the servo does not drift.  
 
Note: This unit will drift when first taken to the

The Telebee GR701 gyro is a stick priority or 
constant angular velocity gyro capable of 
operating in either normal or heading hold 
mode.  
 
Single mode: In single mode, there is no remote 
switching or remote gain control and the 
"receiver aux" input is not used. The gyro's gain 
is controlled by the pot located on the sensor 
box and the unit will never switch to heading 
hold. 
 
Dual mode: In dual mode the gyro's gain and 
switching is controlled by the channel plugged 
into the "receiver aux" input. In this mode the 
gain pot located on the sensor box is ignored. 
Switching between normal and heading hold 
mode occurs around mid point. A throw range  
 (Futaba ATV or JR Travel Adjust) of 50 to 150 
percent in each direction controls the gain of the 
gyro. 
 
If we are using the gyro select function of a 
transmitter then the ATV does not operate. What 
we do is select the output in each mode and the 
numbers usually are 0% to 100%. The problem 
in this mode is that the gyro can never be turned 
up to max gain as the input will never achieve 
the necessary 150% throw. 
   
I would suggest an initial setting of 100% each 
side of center on a channel with ATV. For a 
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gyro switching feature not having ATV use the 
0% and 100%. This would then be increased or 
decreased after flying until a maxim is obtained 
without tail oscillation. 
   
This part seems to confuse many people. The 
diagrams below shows the gyro operation versus 
the input on the aux input 
 

field. The instruction show a 5 min on cycle to 
stabilize before trimming. When making your 
initial bench setup, allow this warm-up before 
finalizing your sub trims or you will be doing i
again. 
 
Once stabilized and trimmed in heading hold
any offset in the tail during normal mode 
must be corrected by mechanical trimming. 
This would be by adjusting the tail pushrod 
length.  
 
Setup problems: All radio setups shown in the
instructions show removing all revo and mix 
from the transmitter for heading hold operation
This presents the problem that when the gyro is
switched to normal mode, it will not maintain a
straight tail at all throttle settings. Although all 
radios are different, what you need is to be able
to switch the gyro from normal to heading hold
and also to switch the revo and mix in and out a
the same time. On some radio's this may be 
possible by setting revo and mix in normal and
stunt 1 with no revo or mix in stunt 2 and switc
to heading hold only in stunt 2. On my JR 10SX
this can all be programmed into the flight mode
switch, but may require using 2 switches on 
other radio's. On some radio's, the revo/mix ma
have to be eliminated and satisfactory flight 
characteristics in normal may be lost. 
 
For what it's worth--Al Coelho     
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